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The second oﬀshore production of methane
hydrate in the Nankai Trough and gas production
behavior from a heterogeneous methane hydrate
reservoir
K. Yamamoto,

*a X.-X. Wang,b M. Tamakic and K. Suzukid

Following the ﬁrst attempt at producing gas from a naturally occurring methane hydrate (MH) deposit in the
Daini–Atsumi Knoll in the eastern Nankai Trough area oﬀ Honshu Island, Japan in 2013, a second attempt
was made in April to June of 2017 at a nearby location using two producer wells sequentially and applying
the depressurization method. The operation in the ﬁrst borehole (AT1-P3) continued for 12 days with
a stable drawdown of around 7.5 MPa and 41 000 m3 of methane gas being produced despite
intermittent sand-production events. The operation of the other borehole (AT1-P2) followed, with a total
of 24 days of ﬂow and 222 500 m3 of methane gas being produced without sand problems. However,
the degree of drawdown was limited to 5 MPa because of a higher water production rate than expected
in the second hole. The pressure and temperature sensors deployed in the two producers, along with
the two monitoring holes drilled nearby, gathered reservoir response data and information about the
long-term MH dissociation processes in the vicinity of the production holes in the temporal and spatial
domains. Although the ratio of energy return to the input was considerably larger than that for the
depressurization operation, some observations (e.g., the high contrast in the production rates between
the two holes and the almost constant or slightly reduced gas production rates) were not predicted by
the numerical models. This failure in prediction raises questions about the veracity of the reservoir
characteristics modeled in the numerical simulations. This paper presents the operation summaries and
data obtained with thought-experiment based-anticipated production behaviors and preliminary analysis
of the obtained data as the comparison with expected behaviors. Detailed observations of gas and water
production, as well as the pressure and temperature data recorded during the gas ﬂow tests, indicate
that the heterogeneous MH distribution within the reservoir was mainly responsible for the discrepancies
observed between the anticipated and actual behaviors. Furthermore, the motion of the water that does
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not originate from MH dissociation introduces complexity, such as the occurrence of concentrated
water-producing intervals and unexpected gas production responses to decreases in pressure, into the
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production behavior. The inﬂuence of heterogeneity should be clearly understood for the accurate
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prediction of gas production behavior based on MH reservoirs.

Introduction
Due to its vast abundance,1–4 geoscientists, energy scientists and
petroleum engineers have made intensive studies to evaluate the
value of naturally occurring clathrate hydrate methane, or methane
hydrate (MH) as a possible alternative fuel resource and to develop
practical technologies to extract energy from it.5,6 However,
a
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producing combustible gas from this solid form of methane in
geological formations requires production technologies such as
depressurization or thermal stimulation. To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of gas production technologies for MH reservoirs and estimate
their productivity, the temporal and spatial advances of MH dissociation in the reservoir are key, which are governed by heat and
mass transport in the underground. This is because the dissociation
of MH into gas and water is an endothermic process (436.8 kJ kg1)
that is controlled by heat supply via conduction and advection.
Therefore, the monitoring of uid motion and heat transport is an
essential part of eld attempts toward gas production from MH
deposits.7–12
The rst intentional gas production from an underground
MH deposit happened in 2002 from an onshore borehole drilled
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at the Mallik site in the Northwest Territories of Canada, and
MH was dissociated using thermal stimulation13 that created
a small volume of gas (470 m3 under ambient conditions
during the ve days of operation). A small-scale depressurization attempt revealed the nite value of the permeability in the
MH saturated formation and the possibility of applying the
depressurization method.14,15 Using this method, the phase
equilibrium temperature can be decreased from the initial
value, and the necessary heat to dissociate MH can be supplied
from the sensible heat of sediments. By using the technique,
ve days of continuous gas production was achieved with a total
of 13 000 m3 in gas production at the same site by applying the
depressurization method16 in 2008.
The rst attempt at producing gas from a submarine MH
deposit in the Daini–Atsumi Knoll of the eastern Nankai Trough
oﬀ Honshu Island of Japan in 2013 resulted in 119 000 m3
(under ambient conditions) of methane gas being produced.
This demonstrated the applicability of the depressurization
concept under oﬀshore conditions in the short term,17,18 and
yielded much thermodynamic information19 such as vertical
temperature distribution in the drilled producer and monitoring boreholes and inferred rate of MH dissociation. The data
obtained revealed vertically heterogeneous gas- and waterproduction proles and the hydraulic character of the reservoir such as the uid permeability of each zone and the existence of a water-producing streak. The obtained gas/water
production behavior information and temperature were
compared with geophysical logging data-inferred reservoir
characterization information such as geology, MH saturation,
and permeabilities. History matching eﬀorts using a numerical
simulator could improve the reliability of the reservoir character
data.20
Meanwhile, modeling studies by various researchers have
predicted increased gas production due to depressurization in
conned reservoirs with no movable uid contact underneath9,11,12,21–27 because the expansion of the permeabilityenhanced region by the disappearance of solid hydrate in
pore spaces results in an extensive reaction area. This predicted
trend is a key advantage for gas production in methane-hydrate
reservoirs because it raises the prospect of commercially
feasible energy production if true. In the case of the Nankai
Trough reservoir, simulation results from a reservoir model
constructed on the basis of previous test information and core/
log data also predicted an increase in the gas production rate
from 20 000 m3 per day to as much as 80 000 m3 per day within
a month, if a 10 MPa drawdown could be applied.20,25 However,
because of the shorter duration of operation caused by abrupt
sand production on the sixth day of the 2013 operation, suﬃcient evidence to clarify the longer-term gas production stability
or future improvement was not obtained. Meanwhile, the
mismatch in thermal information between model predictions
and actual measurements suggests that some factors, particularly reservoir heterogeneity, could cause the actual production
behaviors to deviate from that predicted by the simplied
theory and the numerical model.26
To advance the Japanese national methane hydrate research
project led by the MH21 (the research consortium for methane
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hydrate resources in Japan), the Japanese Government decided
to conduct a second gas production test at a location near that
of the rst test to induce gas ow for several weeks.27

Operation summary and geology and
borehole settings
Stratigraphic and MH occurrence features in the test site
For the second oﬀshore test, well locations (including AT1-P2,
AT1-P3, AT1-MT2, and AT1-MT3) were selected approximately
75 m south of the 2013 test site (AT1-P, AT1-MC, and AT1 MT1
wells), where the water depth is around 1000 m.
At the location, there are 70–80 m-thick highly saturated MHbearing turbidite layers at around 300 m below the seaoor.28,29
The up-dip direction of the reservoir formation is southeast;
hence, the top of the formations appears several meters shallower in the 2017 boreholes as compared to the 2013 ones. Five
boreholes were drilled in 2016, one year prior to the ow test
operation. A survey well (AT1-UD) was drilled to determine the
well location by observing the reservoir characteristics in the updip direction.30 Two others (AT1-MT2/MT3) were the monitoring
holes in which pressure and temperature (P–T) sensors were
installed outside the casing for long-term (2 years) continuous
data acquisition. The overburden sections of two producer
holes (AT1-P2/P3) were also drilled in 2016. The well locations
were carefully chosen to avoid interference between the two
producers and to allow the monitoring devices to detect and
distinguish thermal responses due to methane-hydrate dissociation and the eﬀects of ow in the up-dip or down-dip direction. Further, the drilling of the reservoir section of the
producer holes was performed immediately before the
production test was conducted in 2017.
The three-dimensional seismic survey data were available,
and detailed analyses of the seismic attributes and hydrate
occurrences were conducted.31 The logging-while-drilling
(LWD) data were collected from all the boreholes, and the
wireline logging data were obtained from the AT1-UD, AT1-MT2,
AT1-P2, and AT1-P3 holes. Fig. 1, 2, and 3 show the relationship
between the well placement and completion and the geological
and hydrate-occurrence-related information obtained using the
survey data. Along with the seismic data, the log data revealed
the good correlation and continuation of the host sediments
and the heterogeneous MH occurrences in the test site.
Fig. 1 depicts the resistivity log data that indicate the presence of MH with inferred geological units. Highly resistive
zones indicate a high MH saturation zone. The gure includes
the delineated geological units and stratigraphy and the wellcompletion schematics of the AT1-P2 and AT1-P3 wells.
Further, the details of these completions are described in the
subsequent subsection. At approximately 240–330 m below the
seaoor, the holes passed through three geological units that
may be related to MH dissociation. For this study, the geological
units were redened from the previous report29 aer careful
observation of core and log data. Unit III (hemipelagic clay, and
formerly the shallow part of Unit III) is expected to work as
hydraulic isolation from the overburden zone. Unit IV is a thin-
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Fig. 1 The log data for resistivity from the 2013 and 2017 boreholes with deﬁned sedimentation units and the completion of 2017 producer
boreholes. The high-resistivity zones correspond to the sandy zones that are highly saturated with MH. The low-resistivity zones can be silty or
water-bearing sand zones that can become water-producing streaks. The red open squares that mark the AT1-P, P2 and P3 wells indicate the
intervals in which a sand-control device is installed. The black zones are covered with swell packers to prevent water production. The eﬀective
production intervals for AT1-P2 and P3 were 45.4 and 41 m (modiﬁed from Tamaki et al. (2017)31).

bedded sand and silt alternating unit of the sheet type, and the
unit includes the former deep part of Unit III and the shallow
part of Unit IV (Unit IV-1 and IV-2). This unit is divided into Unit
IV-a, IV-b and IV-c based on diﬀerent sedimentological features.
Unit V is the sand-dominant thick alternating unit of the
channel ll type and was formerly Unit IV-3. It contained the
methane-hydrate-concentrated zone (MHCZ); a high MH saturation sandy interval with a certain thickness existed in Unit IVb, IV-c and Unit V. The top of the MHCZ occurred in Unit IV-b; it
does not match the top of Unit IV-b.
Table 1 presents the depth of the top of each unit along with
the borehole locations. Further, the thicknesses of Units IVb and -c were approximately 21 and 9 m, respectively, at all
the locations. Hereaer, all the depths are expressed as lower
than the depth of the top of Unit IV-b to clarify the corresponding geological strata among the boreholes.
The locations and well paths of the boreholes are plotted in
Fig. 2 with the root-mean-square amplitude of the seismic
reection from the top of the MHCZ horizon. This indicator
provides a good signature of the accumulation of MH in Unit IV-

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

b as a linear relationship between the seismic amplitude
(arbitrary unit) and integral of resistivity in Unit IV-b.31 This
gure indicates that less MH was expected at the location of
AT1-P2 than that at the location of AT1-P3.
Fig. 3 illustrates the combination of two parameters related
to MH saturation; the P-wave velocities recorded by a 3D seismic
survey and the electrical resistivity log recorded by borehole
logging. The high-velocity zone in the seismic data is in good
agreement with the high electrical resistivity intervals in Unit V.
These data indicate the horizontally and vertically heterogeneous distributions of MH and, more specically, the existence
of the low-hydrate saturation zones distributed in the reservoir
across the boreholes. These low-hydrate saturation zones may
be water-bearing sand layers and are anticipated to be waterproducing at intervals before the planned production test.
These heterogeneities and water-bearing intervals were
considered to be the potential causes of disturbance during gas
production. In the case of the 2013 test occasion, water
production was concentrated within a specic interval at the
bottom of Unit IV-b19 as marked in Fig. 1, and sand was also
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Fig. 2 Wellhead locations of 2013 and 2017 production test boreholes. The colors depict the root means square amplitude (arbitrary unit) of the
seismic reﬂection of the top MHCZ horizon, which may indicate the accumulation of methane hydrate in Unit IV-b.31 Gray contour lines indicate
the depth of the top of Unit IV-b. The 2013 wells encountered a problem with deviated well paths shown as black lines, however, the 2017 holes
were drilled almost vertically using rotary steerable tools. This ﬁgure denotes the relatively low concentration of MH in the eastern side of the test
area, particularly around AT1-P2. As described later, this low concentration of MH could lead to excess water inﬂux into the well.19

produced from the layer at the same depth. These possible
inuences of heterogeneity on the reservoir responses were the
main focus of the monitoring data analysis.
Producer well placement and production test
A year aer the drilling campaign in 2016, gas production
started in one of the producer holes (AT1-P3) in May 2017 and
was followed by the operation of the other hole (AT1-P2). In
total, 36 days of ow were sequentially realized from the two
producer holes, despite several technical diﬃculties.
To ensure the sustainability of the operation, some engineering improvements were made, such as (i) a robust sandcontrol device, (ii) improved riser and subsea systems that
ensure continuous ow under harsh weather conditions and
resumed operation aer riser disconnection, and (iii) the
advanced design of downhole devices for eﬀective gas–liquid
separation for reliable ow assurance. Moreover, some technical developments were made for long-term monitoring of the
thermal and hydraulic conditions, such as (i) downhole pressure sensing in the monitoring holes, (ii) subsea data storage,
(iii) rechargeable batteries, and (iii) an acoustic system for
communication between subsea and a surface vessel.32
In the producer holes, a length of approximately 60 m in
each hole was selected as the production zone in which “lower-
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completion” (a portion of the well contacting the production
formation) with sand-control and zonal isolation devices were
set. The device comprises a combination of a porous shape
memory polymer (fully activated GeoFORM† on the installation
in the AT1-P3 well, and in situ activation through an activation
uid in AT1-P2), metal bead insert, and a premium screen. To
avoid excessive water production, some sections, interpreted as
the water-producing low-hydrate-saturation zones, were covered
by swell packers to isolate the well from the formation. The
detailed schematic view of the lower-completion is shown in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 1, zones with the sand-control device, having the
expected production intervals, are indicated with red open
squares, respectively, and the packer-covering zones are indicated by black squares. The eﬀective production-zone interval
DZ (i.e., the open-hole interval minus the packer-covering zone)
was 41 m in AT1-P3 and 45.4 m in AT1-P2. In total, nine P–T
sensors (seven real-time and two memory gauges) were run in
the production section of each well with the inner string.
Unfortunately, the memory sensors in AT1-P3 could not be
recovered because they were buried in the produced sand.
In each monitoring hole, two types of temperature sensors [a
distributed temperature sensor (DTS) and an array of resistivity

† Mark of Baker Hughes, a GE company.
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Fig. 3 P-wave distributions in the sections crossing the boreholes drilled for the 2017 production test, with the resistivity proﬁles in the wells.
Both sets of data indicate the distribution of highly concentrated MH zones as zones of high resistivity and high wave velocity, especially in Unit V,
but their distributions are heterogeneous and some water-bearing zones might exist in the reservoir.

temperature devices (RTD)] covered almost the entire sections
of the MHCZ. Two pressure gauges were installed in two
diﬀerent sections (Unit IV-b and Unit V) of each well to observe
the diﬀerence in pressure response in diﬀerent geological
settings. All the sensors were set outside of the 9-5/800 casing and

Table 1

buried in cement, and gathered data for the two years between
May 2016 and May 2018.
The detailed sensor conguration of the producer and
monitoring holes is shown in Fig. 5, with the log-derived
resistivity data showing the MH occurrence and caliper data

Depth of the top of each formation at well locations. MSL ¼ below mean sea level. Herein, the top of Unit IV-b is set to be the reference

depth
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Fig. 4 Schematic image of the “lower completion” (a well element that is in contact with the production interval of the reservoir). Sand control

devices with triple-layer barriers to exclude solid inﬂow with ﬂuids were set in the expected gas-producing layers, and anticipated water
producing intervals were intended to be isolated from the gas-producing layers with swell packers. Due to the unexpected hole enlargement, the
eﬀectiveness of the zonal isolation should be limited. The pathway of sand inﬂow in the AT1-P3 well was diagnosed as the guide shoe part at the
bottom of the completion.

showing the hole enlargement. It should be noted that the
unexpected hole enlargement that happened in AT1-P2 and
AT1-P3 (particularly the former) might have aﬀected the eﬀectiveness of the swell packer and the sand-control measure.
The plug and abandonment (P&A) operations of the boreholes were done in April to June of 2018, with some additional
data acquisition (including pressure coring and wireline
logging) in two of the newly drilled boreholes (AT1-CW1/CW2)
(ref. 33). The sensors in the producer and monitoring hole
recorded the P–T data continuously until the P&A operation.
In the following sections, operation results and analyses of
obtained data are presented and discussed.

Gas/water production behaviors of two
boreholes
Anticipated production behavior
Fig. 6, 7, and 8 provide conceptual illustrations of the applied
depressurization method and the predictions of the mass and
heat transfer as well as the gas and water production behaviors.
These behaviors are based on an assumption-based thought

25992 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013

experiment with the thermodynamic nature of MH and
modeled geological and physical characters of the reservoir.
Fig. 6 depicts the P–T conditions with the phase-equilibrium
curve of MH and the vapor-phase methane during an adiabatic depressurization operation. When the depressurization
procedure is applied to a unit volume of an MH-bearing sediment with a pressure drawdown DP from the initial value Po to
PBH (DP ¼ Po  PBH), the amount of hydrate dissociated by the
operation is controlled by the heat supplied as the heat capacity
of the sediment. This heat capacity originates from the combination of the heat capacities of sand grains, pore uid, and
changes in the phase-equilibrium temperature and can be
written as follows:
ð
h
i
ðsÞ
H GH mg dt ¼ cðGHÞ
fSh þ cðwÞ
p
p fð1  Sh Þ þ cp ð1  fÞ DT


where H(GH) denotes the latent heat of MH dissociation per unit
_ g denotes the generation rate of vapor-phase methane
mass, m
(w)
mass, c(GH)
, c(w)
p
p , and cp denote the specic heats of MH, water,
and sand grain, respectively, f denotes the porosity, Sh denotes
the hydrate saturation (volume fraction of the MH crystal in
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Fig. 5 Sensor, packer, and sand-control conﬁgurations in P2, P3 (producer holes) and MT2, MT3 (monitoring holes) with resistivity values (RES)
and caliper data (CAL) that depict the hole diameter. The pressure and temperature sensor arrays are installed in the producer holes (seven realtime and two memory gauges). In the monitoring holes, two types of temperature sensors (ﬁber optical DTS and electrical RTD) are used to
record data from almost the entire production interval. Two pressure sensors were installed in Unit IV-b and Unit V of each producer hole.
Further, the intervals between the two packers were designed to be hydraulically isolated, and sand-control devices were set in the planned
production zones. Signiﬁcant hole enlargements that were observed in the P2/P3 wells may limit the eﬀectiveness of the packers.

pore volume), and DT denotes the diﬀerence between the initial
temperature (T0) and the phase-equilibrium temperature aer
depressurization (Teq(PBH)) , then DT ¼ T0  Teq(PBH). Furthermore, the generation rate of methane gas is dictated by a kinetic
equation34 and is proportional to the diﬀerence between the
phase-equilibrium pressure at the initial temperature (Peq(Tinit))
and the pressure aer depressurization (PBH).
m_ g f DP0 ¼ Peq(T0)  PBH

Next, we extend the thought experiments from our initial
focus on a single point to cover the entire reservoir. For this
purpose, we assume the axisymmetric structure around a wellbore with laterally homogeneous and nite thickness of the
MH-bearing sand. The sand layer is assumed to have upper and
lower boundaries that interface with low-permeability clay
layers functioning as both heat sources and hydraulic insulators, as depicted in Fig. 7. The following three factors govern the
gas and water production behaviors: (i) the alteration of the
phase-equilibrium temperature owing to pressure change; (ii)
heat supply from the clay layers to the MH-bearing sandy layer;
(iii) the enhancement of eﬀective permeability owing to the
disappearance of the MH crystals from the pore spaces.
The development of an MH-dissociated zone in which the
permeability was enhanced may extend the depressurized

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

domain around the wellbore. This would lead to the expansion
of the reaction area or the so-called “MH dissociation front,”
where MH is actively dissociated.
Because these two thermodynamic conditions act on
diﬀerent scales (over the unit volume and over the whole
reservoir), the gas and water production rates from the reservoir
to the well (Qg and Qw, respectively) can be predicted based on
the depressurization degree, as depicted in Fig. 8. The amount
of water production is the sum of the production of the original
pore water and the water originating from MH dissociation. The
former portion should be almost proportional to the degree of
drawdown. When the pressure reaches the phase-equilibrium
pressure (Peq(T0)), the production of gas and MH-dissociated
water begins; further, the rates of each exhibit a convex downward curvature because of the geometry of the phase–boundary
curve (increase in DT against an increment of DP0 ) and the form
of the kinetic equation. Additionally, Qg and Qw are inuenced
by the change in the eﬀective permeability of gas and water.
Some reduction in Qw is expected to be caused because of the
presence of gas in the pore spaces and the associated reduction
in the eﬀective permeability of water when MH starts
dissociating.
During the short term in which the boundary eﬀects of the
reservoir are considered to be negligible, the expansion of the
reaction area for MH dissociation should cause a gradual
increase in Qg and Qw if DP is kept constant. This anticipated

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013 | 25993
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Fig. 6 Schematic of heat supply by depressurization. When drawdown (DP) was applied to the MH-bearing sediment, the sensible heat of
sediment measured by the temperature diﬀerence between the initial temperature and the phase-equilibrium temperature after drawdown
(DT(DP)) could serve as a heat source. The usable heat is non-linearly related to the degree of drawdown.

incremental trend in the gas production rate is specic to the
gas production from an MH reservoir.
Fig. 9 shows an example of model-predicted gas and water
production behaviors for a modeled AT1-P3 well.25 The calculations were made with MH21-HYDRES, a methane hydrate
production simulator developed within the MH21 research
program. An axisymmetric geometry with a ne mesh system
(each turbidite sequence was modeled as a diﬀerent grid) was
applied, and the reservoir petrophysics model was constructed
through a history matching eﬀort20 of the 2013 test and newly
taken core and log data. Three steps of drawdown (DP ¼ 6, 8 and
10 MPa) were applied for the simulation. The modeling results
suggested an incremental trend of gas and water productions
with time, the same as the through-experiment-based behavior.
However, various obstacles may be observed while obtaining
such production behaviors. Some of the obstacles are nearwellbore phenomena or the skin eﬀects that are seen as a pressure drop across the wellbore surface, and are caused by various
mechanisms such as non-Darcy gas ow or clogging of the sandcontrol device by the migrated solids. In the greater domain, the
reservoir compaction caused by MH dissociation eﬀective stress
increase inhibits the enhancement of permeability and also
impedes the production. The heterogeneity of the geology and

25994 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013

the MH distribution, such as non-continuous MH deposits and
contact with water-bearing zones may prevent the stability and
continuity of the production. Each of these eﬀects may cause
the actual production behavior to diﬀer from the anticipated
productivity of the well.
The gas production data from the 2013 test did not show any
incremental trend in Qg and Qw; however, the test period was
considerably short, and the long-term 2017 test focused on
obtaining the data required to understand the physical mechanisms associated with the observed behaviors if they diﬀer
from the model predictions.
Actual gas and water production behaviors: AT1-P3
The ow test began in the AT1-P3 well on May 2, 2017. In total,
293.33 h (12 d and 5.33 h) of pump operation—excluding half
a day of interruption due to a malfunction of the emergency
shutdown system—took place for depressurization and gas
production. A maximum of 7.85 MPa of drawdown (DP) was
achieved. The daily gas production ratio (Qg) and water
production ratio (Qw) were almost stable (Qg ¼ 3000–4000 m3
per day, and Qw ¼ 70–90 m3 per day). The history of pressure
and rates are shown in Fig. 10 with the drawdown and chlorideion concentration of the produced water and some explanations

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 7 Schematic of gas hydrate dissociation and heat and mass transport around a borehole. Under ideal conditions, when the bottom-hole

pressure at the producer hole is PBH, an MH-dissociated zone in which the permeability is enhanced generates the pressure distribution denoted
using a blue line. The area of the gas hydrate dissociation front is enlarged, and the gas production rate increases. The advection heat from the
pore ﬂuid inﬂux and the conductive heat from the closed clay zone can further enhance the MH dissociation.

of major events. It is worth noting that the values of Qg and Qw
are corrected to the gas and water inuxes from the reservoir to
the borehole by considering the water level and gas storage
volume changes in the borehole. The elapsed time t starts from
the beginning of the ESP operation of the rst borehole.
Some minor sand-production events were observed in the
early stage of pump operation but ceased when the degree of
drawdown was slightly decreased to reduce the water ow rate.
However, they happened again and became more severe in the
later stage (elapsed time t > 200 h from the start of the pumping
operation) and nally became uncontrollable when an attempt
was made to increase the degree of drawdown, whereupon the
test was terminated to avoid damaging the subsea and surface
devices.
The salinity data were measured using a potentiometer
titrator at the laboratory in D/V Chikyu and onshore laboratories by the standard ODP/IODP procedures.35 Interestingly,
a slight increase in the chloride-ion concentration (from

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

19 000 ppm to 20 000–21 000 mg L1) was observed during
water production, and this increased concentration is higher
than that of typical seawater (19 500 mg L1). This trend was
also observed in the AT1-P well (2013) in which the chloride-ion
concentration was typically 20 500–21 000 mg L1; however,
this trend was opposite to the anticipated behavior because we
expected that the produced water would be distilled by the fresh
water generated from the dissociated hydrates. This fact
suggests that the wellbore came in contact with a water source
having a rather high salinity.
Some studies suggested that high salinity uid can be
produced as a by-product of the desalination by the gas-hydrate
association process,36,37 and it is possible that high salinity uid
remains in existence in the MH reservoir if the layer is
hydraulically isolated. In fact, high chloride-ion conditions in
core samples from the test location were reported by Egawa
et al. (2015).38
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Fig. 8 Anticipated gas and water production trends during drawdown. With no MH dissociation, the water production rate Qw is almost
proportional to the degree of drawdown. When the pressure reaches the phase-equilibrium pressure at the initial temperature Peq(T0), the gas
production starts, and Qg should exhibit a convex-down curvature. Water originating from the MH dissociation is added to the Qw curve;
however, it should also be inﬂuenced by the water's eﬀective permeability change owing to the generation of gas in the pore zones. When the
drawdown rate is maintained constant, Qg and Qw should increase over time due to the expansion of the reaction area as depicted in Fig. 7.

Actual gas and water production behaviors: AT1-P2
The derived uid density and the temperature information
detected by the downhole sensors revealed that some warm and
dense matter moved upward from the bottom of the well before
the occurrence of sand production. This fact suggested that the
sand production was likely due to a problem with the check
valve in the guide shoe at the bottom of the sand-control device
that did not close properly, not with the sand-control device
itself. To mitigate and counteract the sanding, some additional
measures were put in place, and the ow test of the AT1-P2 well
started on May 31.
Fig. 11 depicts the pressure, gas and water ow rates, and
chloride-ion concentration along with the records of relevant
events. The elapsed time in this gure is dened to match that
of AT1-P3 pumping and is counted from the beginning of the
ESP operation of the rst borehole. There were no sand problems with the later well, and higher Qg (10 000 m3 per day) and
Qw (300–500 m3 per day) were measured. However, the drawdown was limited because of a higher Qw than the expected
maximum value that the pumping system can handle;

25996 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013

therefore, the degree of drawdown was limited. Due to the
relatively high pressure conditions at the area near the seaoor
where the temperature is low (around 3–4  C), the P–T condition
was kept inside the gas hydrate stability zone and caused some
hydrate re-association in either water or gas trains in the
borehole that plugged the owlines and obstructed the
operation.
At the beginning of the pump operation, the drawdown was
gradual with additional ow-assurance measures, including the
fact that the gas train riser pipe was lled with diethylene glycol
as the hydrate inhibitor. Further, excess water production and
clogging of one of the water train hoses limited DP to 3 MPa.
Aer the removal of the hydrate plug from the hose, the drawdown further increased to 5 MPa, which was the maximum
drawdown under stable conditions in this borehole. There was
also a planned disconnection of the production riser system
from the well due to expected rough sea conditions at t ¼ 1183 h
(482.5 h from the start of pump operation of the AT1-P3 well).
The ow was resumed successfully aer the test riser system
was reconnected and continued until t ¼ 1370.8 h of elapsed
time (670.3 h from the beginning of the P2 pump operation).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 9 (a) An example of model-predicted gas and water production behaviors of a modeled AT1-P3 well, and (b) pressure and temperature
distribution in the reservoir.25 The calculation was made with MH21-HYDRES, a methane hydrate production simulator developed within the
MH21 research program. The reservoir petrophysics model was constructed through a history matching eﬀort20 and taken core and log data.
Three steps of drawdown (DP ¼ 6, 8 and 10 MPa) were applied for the simulation. The modeling results suggested an incremental trend of gas
and water productions with time.

Comparison of production behavior among wells

Origins of the produced gas and water

The gas production rates of the AT1-P3 well were less than that of
the 2013 AT1-P well (Qg ¼ 20 000 m3 per day at DP ¼ 8.5 MPa).
Furthermore, the gas-to-water ratio (GWR) of the AT1-P3 well was
40–50, which was also less than that of the AT1-P well (100). In
total, 41 000 m3 of gas and 920 m3 of water were produced. In the
case of the AT1-P2 well, 223 000 m3 of gas and 8200 m3 of water
were produced during 612 h of pump operation, and the GWR of
the well was 20–30 m3 m3. The chloride-ion concentration of the
AT1-P2 water increased from the beginning and reached around
23 000–24 000 mg L1, which was higher than the concentration
measured in AT1-P3.
In both cases, the produced gas was almost pure methane
(>99.9%). Therefore, AT1-P3 production yielded a dataset under
conditions of constant drawdown for 10 days. Meanwhile, the
datasets obtained from diﬀerent drawdowns (gradual change
and two constant terms with DP ¼ 3 and 5 MPa) were recorded
from the AT1-P2 well.

The water could originate from the following two sources:
dissociated MH and original pore water in the formations. The
produced gas originates from the MH dissociation and from the
gas dissolved in the original pore water. These contributions
can be calculated in terms of GWR and methane solubility using
the formulation provided in Appendix 1. In the case of the AT1P3 well, 24% of the water and 96% of gas originated from the
hydrates. In the AT1-P2 case, the MH-originating water and gas
constituted 16% and 93% of the total production, respectively.
Therefore, the majority of the water in both the holes originated
from pore uid, and the dominant source of gas was considered
to be of hydrate dissociation origin.
The salinity data obtained from two boreholes suggest that
high-salinity pore water was produced from all three boreholes,
and the contribution of such uid is the most signicant in AT1P2, where the highest salinity was measured. This observation

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 10 Drawdown (DP), gas and water rates (Qg, Qw), and chloride-ion concentration (Cl) during the AT1-P3 well operation with the

descriptions of the major events in the case of the AT1-P3 well. The elapsed time begins when the AT1-P3 pump begins operation. Two series of
ﬂow data (#1 and #2) were recorded because of trouble with MH re-association, and a false activation of the emergency shutdown terminated
the ﬁrst series of ﬂow data. Two data series of intermittent sand production were recorded.

agreed with our interpretation of low GWR as evidence of water
inux not related to MH.

Comparison of the gas and water production proles among
three boreholes
To compare the gas and water production behaviors of three
boreholes, including the AT1-P well (2013), gas and water
production rates per unit drawdown and unit production
interval, PIg ¼ Qg/(DPDZ) and PIw ¼ Qw/(DPDZ), respectively, and
Qg
were calculated and denoted as
gas to water ratio GWR ¼
Qw
functions of time (Fig. 12). Further, considerably large
discrepancies were observed in these indexes. PIw in each well
was basically stable during the operation; however, the value of
AT1-P2 was particularly high. Further, the PIg of AT1-P2 and
AT1-P had similar values but the value of AT1-P3 was particularly low. No clear incremental changes were observed in PIg
and PIw during the constant-pressure periods. Further, slight

25998 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013

decreases in PIg and more clear decreases in GW were observed
in all the wells.
For comparison with the anticipated behavior depicted in
Fig. 8, the gas and water rates from a unit interval (Qg/DZ and
Qw/DZ) versus the degree of drawdown (DP) of each well are
depicted in Fig. 13. In the case of the AT1-P2 well, only the data
of the rst series of the ow before the planned disconnect are
plotted (t ¼ 700–1100 h). In the case of this borehole in which
gradual depressurization and two steps of constant drawdown
were applied, the behaviors of Qg/DZ and Qw/DZ at the initial
stage agreed well with the anticipated behavior, such as the
almost-linear increase in Qw/DZ and the convex-down curvature
of Qg/DZ. However, in constant DP regions (DP ¼ 3 and 5 MPa),
the rates did not denote an increment but rather decreased. In
case of the AT1-P well (2013), an increment in Qw/DZ to DP
appeared; however, Qg/DZ seemed to decrease slightly. No clear
trend was seen in the AT1-P3 well data.
The overall situations of the gas and water production
behaviors diﬀer from the behavior anticipated using

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 11 Drawdown (DP), gas and water rates (Qg, Qw), and chloride-ion concentration (Cl) while operating the AT1-P2 well with the descriptions

of major events in case of the AT1-P2 well. The elapsed time begins with the start of the AT1-P3 pump operation. The AT1-P2 pump operation
began after 700.5 h of elapsed time. Four series of ﬂow data (#1, #2, #3, and #4) were prepared because of the disconnection operation after the
ﬁrst period of ﬂow owing to the expected rough weather and after-trouble with MH re-association during the later stages. No sand production
was recorded. Gradual depressurization was applied during the ﬁrst ﬂow period, and the drawdown rate was maintained at DP ¼ 3 and 5 MPa.

assumption-based simple thought experiments and model
predictions. The possible reasons for this divergence are
considered in the following section using the P–T monitoring
data obtained from the producer and monitoring boreholes.
The major questions raised by the observations of the production behaviors are as follows:
 Why is there such a large discrepancy in production among
wells?
 Why is there a diﬀerence between the anticipated and
actual production behaviors? More specically, why did the gas
production rates not increase over time and the degree of
drawdown as predicted by the assumption-based thought
experiment?
In the next section, the major MH dissociation and gasproducing intervals, as well as the temporal advances of the
MH-dissociated regions, will be evaluated using the P–T sensing
information, and the relationship of these behaviors with the
geology and the distribution of MH will be examined.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Spatial and temporal advances of the MH dissociation and
gas/water production observed from the PT monitoring data
In the following sections, obtained P–T monitoring data are
presented along with a preliminary analysis of the obtained
monitoring data to show how the MH dissociation advanced in
the reservoir temporally and spatially.
Vertical gas and water production proles of the producer
holes
In the test conducted in 2013, the distributed temperature data
obtained from the production well provided information about
the vertical proles of gas and water inuxes into the well based
on assumptions about the temperature of the produced gas and
water.19 The analysis results denote that the gas-producing zone
and, more signicantly, the water production interval were
localized and related to the occurrence of MH.
In case of the 2017 sensor settings that included the pressure
sensor arrays, the uncertainty in the evaluation result could be
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Fig. 12 (a) Temporal changes in water production rates per unit drawdown and production section PIw of the AT1-P (P), PT1-P3 (P3), and AT1-P2
(P2) wells. (b) Temporal changes in gas production rates per unit drawdown and production section PIg of the AT1-P (P), PT1-P3 (P3), and AT1-P2
(P2) wells. (c) Temporal changes in the gas-to-water ratio (GWR) of the AT1-P (P), PT1-P3 (P3), and AT1-P2 (P2) wells. The gas and water
production rates per unit drawdown and unit production intervals (PIg ¼ Qg/(DPDZ) are depicted as GWR ¼ Qg/Qw. The PIg of AT1-P3 is less than
that of the others, and the PIw of AT1-P2 is considerably larger in each hole. Meanwhile, PIg and PIw do not tend to increase, and the decreasing
trend of GWR is common to all three boreholes.

reduced using information about the uid density obtained
from the diﬀerence between the pressure values of the two
sensors (dP/dz) along with the temperature data. The detailed
process for calculating the gas and water inuxes from each
section between the two sensors is discussed in Appendix 2.
Fig. 14 shows the derived approximate solutions of vertical
gas- and water production proles together with the well and
geological characteristics in the AT1-P2 and P3 boreholes at
144 h aer the start of pump operation in each well as a representative moment, as well as the data of AT1-P (2013) prole.19
The results suggest vertical heterogeneity of the gas- and water
production characteristics and their diﬀerence among the three
boreholes.
AT1-P and P2 exhibited some similarities, such as active gas
production in Unit IV-b and poor gas production rates in Unit V,

26000 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013

and strong water ow around Unit IV-c. Most of the gas inuxes
in the AT1-P2 well occurred in the bottom part of Unit IV-b and
Unit IV-c. In this well, zones of strong water ow were observed
at the boundary of Unit IV-c and Unit V and at the top of Unit IVb, i.e., the top of the production interval. The slight diﬀerences
between AT1-P and P2, such as poor gas production from the
top of Unit IV-b in AT1-P2, can be explained by the diﬀerent MH
distributions (low saturation in AT1-P2 in the top of Unit IVb but high saturation in AT1-P).
In the case of the AT1-P3 well, the gas and water production
proles had signicant diﬀerences from the other two boreholes. The gas production rates of Unit IV-b, which was the
main gas source of the AT1-P and P2 well, were relatively poor,
and most of the gas came from Unit V.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 13 The relations between the degree of drawdown and the (a) water and (b) gas production rates per unit production interval (Qw/DZ and
Qg/DZ). Comparing the AT1-P2 data with the anticipated behavior in Fig. 8, both Qw/DZ and Qg/DZ behaved as expected during the early stage
(convex-down Qg/DZ curve, Qw/DZ departed from the linear trend when gas production started) but no increment was observed during the
period of constant drawdown in both cases. The AT1-P data show a slight decrease in Qg/DZ and then an increase in Qw/DZ as the drawdown
increases.

Another question raised by the data is why was there such
a drastic diﬀerence in the gas/water production proles among
the three boreholes, which were all within a radius of 50 m. The

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

water-producing zones in AT1-P2 corresponded to the low-MHsaturation zone identied based on the resistivity and the
seismic data, and these data seem to be reasonable. The poor
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productivity of gas and water in Unit IV-b was particular to AT1P3, and no specic geological feature or aspect of the MH
distribution can explain this eﬀect.

Expansion of the MH dissociation regions observed from the
temperature data
To denote the relationship between the thermal responses
detected in the monitoring boreholes with production proles
in the producer holes, the temperature changes measured by
the sensors in two monitoring boreholes (AT1-P3 and AT1-P2)


dr
d2 P
are depicted with the density gradients 
¼
of the
dz
dz2
production boreholes in Fig. 15. The low-temperature zone in
the monitoring holes (depicted in blue) indicated the active MH
dissociating regions. The latter indicated the density of the
inowing uid and the decrease in density along with the upper
dp
motion of the uid ( \0, also depicted in blue) indicates
dz
the inux of a lighter gaseous uid.
Good correspondences were observed between the inferred
gas production intervals of the producer holes and the
temperature-drop zones (i.e., Unit V of the AT1-P3 well and Unit
IV-b to Unit IV-c of the AT1-P2 wells).
During the AT1-P3 operation, a decrease in temperature was
observed in the monitoring holes. Even in the nearest AT1-MT3

Paper

well, the temperature response was slower. Some gas production was indicated at the boundary of Unit IV-b and Unit IV-c of
AT1-P3; however, no change was observed in the corresponding
interval of AT1-MT3. This indicated that MH dissociation was
quite localized at the interval.
On the other hand, the AT1-P2 operation resulted in
considerably clear and quick thermal responses, specically in
Unit IV-b and Unit IV-c, but no sensible change was observed in
Unit V of AT1-MT3.

Temperature and pressure conditions in the boreholes with
the phase equilibrium curve of vapor methane and MH
Qualitatively, the correspondence between the producer and
monitoring holes can be observed in Fig. 14. For performing
a quantitative evaluation, the P–T plots of the wells with phaseequilibrium curves between the vapor-phase methane and MH
with several salinity levels are depicted in Fig. 15. In the gures
discussed in this and the subsequent subsections, the curves at
an identical depth are depicted using the same color (reddish is
deeper and bluish is shallower). To avoid confusion because of
congested lines, the time ranges of the AT1-MT3 and AT1-MT2
plots are limited between 30 and 78 h and 700 and 1100 h of the
elapsed time, respectively.
For AT1-P3 (Fig. 16(a)), the temperature data obtained from
the sensors in Unit V (38 to 49.5 m deeper than Unit IV-b top)

Gas (red) and water (blue) production proﬁles of the AT1-P, P3 and P2 wells derived using measured temperature and density proﬁles.
Schematics of the completion and formation characteristics (GVR; resistivity image, RES; resistivity and CAL; hole diameter) and the measured
and calculated density and temperature from the derived gas/water rates are associated. The major gas production zone of the AT1-P3 well is in
Unit V but the bottoms of Units IV-b and IV-c are the major sources of gas in AT1-P2. Water production was concentrated at the bottom of the
well in AT1-P3 and Unit IV-c and top of Unit IV-b of AT1-P2.

Fig. 14
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Integrated view of the information related to methane-hydrate dissociation in spatial and temporal domains. dr/dz ¼ d2P/dz2 in
producer holes during the operation of AT1-P3 (0–307 h) and AT1-P2 (700–1370 h) pumping and the temperature drop from the initial
temperature of the monitoring holes are denoted. The ﬁgure denotes that the zones of decreasing temperature or density of the boreholes
match well, and this agreement suggests diﬀerent methane-hydrate dissociation zones during the two production periods (Unit V in AT1-P3 and
bottom of Unit IV-b to Unit IV-c in AT1-P2). In the case of AT1-P3, the pressure response within the monitoring well was slow. (a) P–T curves in
the AT1-P3 well (#2 ﬂow, 29–78 h). (b) P–T curves in the AT1-P2 well (#1 ﬂow, 700–110 h). (c) P–T curves in the AT1-MT2 and MT3 boreholes
(AT1-P3 and #1 of AT1-P2 operations).
Fig. 15

began to drop when the P–T curve intersected the phaseequilibrium curve with a salinity of 3% or 3.5% and initially
moved along the phase-equilibrium curve. When the downhole
pressure was kept almost constant, the temperature began to
gradually increase. Conversely, the shallow sensors detected
a slow temperature drop. A trend similar to the latter one was
detected in the 2013 well.19 These data suggest that in the Unit V
section of the borehole, gas and water came only from hydrate
dissociation and owed in during the drawdown period, but
some warmer uid from the original pore water owed in and
warmed up the deep-section sensors in the later constant
drawdown stage. On the other hand, the gradual dissociation of
the MH supply cooled the uid reaching the well and caused
slow temperature responses in the shallow section.
The data from the AT1-P2 well (Fig. 16(b)) were more
complicated. At the beginning of depressurization, all the
sensors detected the beginning of a temperature drop at phaseequilibrium curves having a salinity of 3–3.5%. However,
instead of detecting a temperature drop, the sensors in Unit V

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

(32.6 m Unit IV-b and deeper) detected an increase when the
drawdown became approximately 2 MPa. This indicated that
warm uid started to ow into the borehole section in Unit V at
a specic moment (t  750 h, 50 h from the start of the AT1-P2
pump operation). This temperature increase continued in the
deepest three sensors (38.3 m and deeper) when the drawdown
was maintained at 3 MPa. The P–T data obtained from the
shallow sensors in Unit IV-b moved along the phaseequilibrium curve with a high salinity (>3%) at the beginning
and gradually departed from the phase-equilibrium curves,
indicating that the MH-dissociated uid was dominant in this
section during the early stage but the supply of warm uid
gradually increased in the later stage. These observations agree
with the nding that GWR gradually decreased in the borehole.
The P–T data measured by the two pressure sensors of AT1MT2 and AT1-MT3 are plotted with the phase-equilibrium
curves in Fig. 16(c).
During the AT1-P3 operation (from  to -), the magnitudes
of the pressure drop at the sensors at Unit IV-b and Unit V in
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AT1-MT2 were approximately 0.2 MPa, and their P–T were still
within the hydrate stability conditions. Only the deep sensor of
AT1-MT3 could detect a decrease in temperature that may be
induced by the pressure drop of approximately 1 MPa and
subsequent MH dissociation.
During the rst drawdown stage of AT1-P2 (from B to C),
most of the sensors except the deep sensor of AT1-MT3 detected
a drop in both pressure and temperature. The P–T of the
shallow sensors moved along the 3.5% salinity curve and the
depth data of AT1-MT2 moved along a slightly lower salinity
(3%). However, this behavior was considerably complicated
because a relatively rapid pressure recovery was observed during
the constant drawdown period of the producer hole at t 
1150 h (450 h aer the beginning of the AT1-P2 pump
operation).
It should be noted that the heat capacity of the bulk sediment c(b) and necessary heat to dissociate MH in the pore space
in a unit volume DH(pore) are written as
c(b) ¼ 4{c(h)r(h)Sh + c(w)r(w)(1  Sh)} + (1  4)c(r)r(r)
and
DH(pore) ¼ r(h)4ShDH,
respectively. 4 is porosity, Sh is MH saturation (volume fraction
in pore space), c(h) ¼ 1.9 kJ kg1 K1, c(w) ¼ 4.19 kJ kg1 K1 and
c(r) ¼ 0.75 kJ kg1 K1 are specic heats of MH, water, and rock
(quartz), respectively. r(h) ¼ 910 kg m3, r(w) ¼ 1000 kg m3 and
r(r) ¼ 2660 kg m3 are densities of MH, water and rock, and DH
¼ 436.8 kJ kg1 is the dissociation heat of MH in unit mass. If 4
¼ 0.4 and Sh ¼ 0.7, then c(b) ¼ 2.2 MJ K1 m3, and DH(pore) ¼
111 MJ m3 approximately; thus, a temperature drop of 1 K
corresponds to a dissociation of approximately 2% of the mass
of MH under adiabatic conditions.39
The P–T data for the monitoring wells indicate the hydraulic
connectivity between the producers and the monitoring holes. For
example, almost no pressure response was recorded at the deep
sensor of AT1-MT3 during AT1-P3 operation (from  to -), and the
lack of response from the same sensor during AT1-P2 operation
(from B to C) indicates that the reservoir comprises two hydraulically isolated compartments (AT1-P3 and deep AT1-MT3 and AT1P2, AT1-MT2, and shallow AT1-MT3).
The detailed P–T history obtained from AT1-MT2 and AT1-MT3
for the period during the drawdown of AT1-P3 and AT1-P2 are
denoted in Fig. 17. During the AT1-P3 operation, slow temperature
and pressure responses were observed at the sensors in the deep
zones of both the monitoring holes (Unit V denoted by reddish
lines). These regions correspond to low-permeability formations.
Almost no responses were recorded in the shallow zone (Unit IVb and IV-c denoted by blue and green lines), indicating almost no
hydraulic connectivity between the producer hole (AT1-P3) and the
monitoring boreholes.
Meanwhile, during the AT1-P2 operation, the P and T data of
the shallow zone (Unit IV-b and IV-c) of both the monitoring
holes exhibited rapid responses. The responses in the deep zone
(Unit V), however, were slower and less signicant in AT1-MT2,

26004 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013

and no change occurred in AT1-MT3. This indicates a weak
hydraulic connectivity between AT1-P2 and AT1-MT3. The
important observations in the Unit V data of the AT1-MT2 well
are the gradual recovery in the P and T curves during the
constant drawdown period and the rapid pressure recovery
when elapsed time t  1150 h. This latter eﬀect was accompanied by a quick change in the hydraulic conditions around the
monitoring hole and may be caused by an increase in water
supply from the surrounding formations.
Pressure responses between producer and monitoring
boreholes
To denote the detailed pressure responses, Fig. 18 shows the
advances in the pressure drops in the producer and monitoring
holes in the spatial domain. To aid understanding, the gures
are associated with the theoretical pressure gradient under


Q m
r
static conditions DpðrÞ ¼ Dp0 
log
. The pressure
2pDZ k
r0
gradients were calculated with a constant water ow rate Qw/DZ
[where Qw ¼ 80 m3 per day (AT1-P3), 300 m3 per day (AT1-P2
when p0 ¼ 10 MPa) and 400 m3 per day (AT1-P2 when p0 ¼ 8
MPa), DZ ¼ 41 m (AT1-P3) and 45.4 m (AT1-P2)]. The viscosity of
water, m (1  103 Pa s), with various assumed permeabilities, k
[5 and 3 milli darcy (md) ¼ 5 and 3  1015 m2 in the AT1-P3
production case, and 35 and 22 md (35 and 22  1015 m2)].
The AT1-P3 data in both the upper and the lower sections can be
interpreted as the normal behavior of a low-permeability formation.
Meanwhile, the AT1-P2 data are more complicated because the
downhole pressure of the producer hole varied. However, by
focusing on the time of constant bottom-hole pressure (t ¼ 800–
1050 h at 3 MPa drawdown and t ¼ 1100–1180 h at 5 MPa drawdown), the pressure at the nearest monitoring hole (AT1-MT2) soon
stabilized, indicating high permeability there. Meanwhile, the data
from the farther well (AT1-MT3) did not change much, and corresponding observations suggest that the AT1-P2 and AT1-MT2
boreholes were hydraulically connected with a local highpermeability domain in the upper section.

Inferred ﬂuid motion and MH
dissociation in the reservoir
The actual gas and water production and the P–T behaviors
observed in the boreholes could provide plenty of information
about the gas hydrate dissociation process in a real reservoir;
however, there are still plenty of unknowns. Here, we attempt to
answer the aforementioned questions and the remaining
questions are dened.
Diﬀerences in the production behavior among wells
The diﬀerence in the gas production behavior between the AT1P3 and AT1-P2 wells can be attributed to diﬀerent gas production intervals, i.e., Unit V in AT1-P3 and Unit IV-b in AT1-P2.
More specically, the diﬀerent response of Unit IV-b was the
main reason for the diﬀerent production behavior. However, we
have not observed a particular reason why the Unit IV-b of AT1P3 was not productive.
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Fig. 16 Pressure–temperature (P–T) curves recorded by the sensors in the producer boreholes. The ﬁgures denote that MH dissociation began

when the pressure reached 3–3.5% NaCl equivalent to the phase-equilibrium curve. Varied temperature responses to depressurization were
observed in diﬀerent sections of diﬀerent boreholes. (a) In the case of AT1-P3, the PT curves are divided into three categories. The shallow group
(9.5–15.2 m) showed a slow temperature drop but the P–T curves of the deep group (38–49.5 m) moved along the phase-equilibrium curve
while depressurization progressed. The temperature increased when the pressure was kept constant, suggesting an increased inﬂux of non-MH
pore water. (b) In the AT1-P2 case, the P–T measurements of the shallow sensors (4–21.1 m) moved along the phase-equilibrium curves. They
gradually departed from the original 3–3.5% NaCl line; however, the actual measured water salinity did not decrease; therefore, this traverse of
the P–T curve does not provide clear evidence of the dilution with MH-dissociated fresh water. An increase in temperature was recorded by the
deep sensors (38.3–49.7 m), suggesting that only MH-free pore water ﬂowed in. (c) The P–T data of the monitoring wells provide evidence of the
hydraulic connectivity between the producers and the monitoring holes. For example, almost no pressure response was recorded by the sensors,
except for the deep sensor of AT1-MT3, during AT1-P3 operation (from  to -), and the same sensor showed no response during AT1-P2
operation (from B to C). Those facts suggest that the reservoir comprises two hydraulically isolated compartments (AT1-P3 and deep AT1-MT3
and AT1-P2, AT1-MT2, and shallow AT1-MT3). (a) AT1-MT3. (b) AT1-MT2.

The depressurized condition of AT1-P3 clearly did not propagate
as fast as expected, and the uid conductivity in the interval around
AT1-P3 was low. However, it is not clear whether this low uid
conductivity was intrinsic to the reservoir geology. Some nearwellbore phenomena, such as the pressure loss across the nearwellbore zone (the skin eﬀect) may be considered as possible
reasons for the poor productivity of the upper section of the AT1-P3
well. Some mechanical eﬀects such as the collapse of the wellbore

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

surface owing to an enlarged hole, the plugging of sand-control by
nes, and the compaction of the device and formation because of
stresses can be attributed to the low apparent permeability.
To investigate the eﬀect of the sand-control device, we attempted
to recover the completion system of the AT1-P3 well via the washover operation prior to the well P&A job. However, this approach
failed because signicant hole enlargement could be observed
during the operation and because the wash-over pipe could not
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Fig. 17 P–T history data recorded from the monitoring boreholes ((a) AT1-MT3 and (b) AT1-MT2) during AT1-P3, AT1-P2 and over the entire test
period. The results are characterized by slow responses during the AT1-P3 operation, and quick responses instead of progressing features
recorded by the Unit V sensors during the AT1-P2 operations. The sensors in Unit V of AT1-MT2 recorded a rapid P–T drop when the AT1-P2
pump operation started; however, the progress stopped and recovered gradually when the drawdown ended. An instantaneous pressure
recovery at t ¼ 1181 h was recorded by the deep sensor (40.9 m) in the AT1-MT2 well. These data suggest that the hydraulic condition is changed
by the depressurization operation.

catch the casing. Therefore, the possibility of the negative impact of
the sand-control device and the near-wellbore eﬀect is still an open
question. Fortunately, a series of pressure core samples were obtained from the new boreholes (AT1-CW1/CW2) drilled near AT1-P2
and P3, which will provide us direct petrophysical information33 that
may help us to answer the questions about the hydraulic parameters and mechanical eﬀects through laboratory tests.
From the viewpoint of the gas production rate, the performance
of AT1-P2 was as good as AT1-P as denoted in Fig. 12(b) and 13(b),
and it can be expected that a similar drawdown could be achieved.
Similar or high gas production rates could be given, however, the
rate may not increase as expected. The relatively low MH saturation
of AT1-P2 should cause both high gas production performance
and excess water production that will interfere with stable
depressurization.

Constraint gas-hydrate-dissociated domain and the nonincreasing trend of gas production
From the combination of the monitoring and production data, the
motion of the original pore water should play an important role in
the MH dissociation and gas production behaviors in the tests
conducted in 2017 and 2013. In all the boreholes, the increasing

26006 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013

trends of GWR and chloride-ion concentration indicate an increase
in non-MH related pore water production over time even during
a constant drawdown. It can be assumed that the dynamic changes
in hydraulic features, such as MH dissociation and/or the
mechanical responses of weak and unconsolidated formations
could yield new pathways between the producer hole and water
sources.
The most distinctive example of this eﬀect was the strong water
inux observed aer sand production in 2013, which was assumed
to be caused by the creation of a wormhole-like water pathway
following the displacement of the formation solids. In the 2017 test
case, no drastic change similar to that in 2013 was observed;
however, some gradual alteration of the formation character may
have enhanced the hydraulic conductivity between the producer
hole and the water sources. The temperature increase detected by
the sensors in Unit V observed at t  750 h and the rapid pressure
response that occurred at 1150 h in the AT1-MT2 well were clear
examples of this eﬀect as well as the increased GWR. It should be
noted that uid conduits between AT1-P2 and the previously operated AT1-P3 were created; however, the hydraulic connectivity
between AT1-P3 and AT1-MT2 was not signicant.
Along with such dynamic changes in permeability, lateral
heterogeneity and the continuity of MH saturation may contribute

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 18 Distribution of pressure drop with distance from the producer-well center. The values shown are those measured from the producer
holes and the shallow and deep sensors of the monitoring holes recorded every 24 h, which are associated with the lines under static conditions
with constant ﬂow rates. (a) AT1-P3 operation before the planned disconnection. The black solid and dashed lines show the theoretical pressure
trends under static conditions with a constant ﬂow rate Qw/DZ (Qw ¼ 80 m3 per day and DZ ¼ 41 m) and permeability k ¼ 5 and 3 millidarcy (5 
1015 and 3  1015 m2). (b) AT1-P2 operation before the planned disconnection. The black solid and dashed lines show the theoretical pressure
trends under static conditions with a constant ﬂow rate Qw/DZ (Qw ¼ 300 m3 per day when Dp ¼ 3 MPa and Qw ¼ 400 m3 per day when Dp ¼ 5
MPa, and DZ ¼ 45.4 m) and permeability k ¼ 35 and 22 millidarcy (35  1015 and 22  1015 m2). The pressure data from the hole sensors during
the AT1-P3 operation show a normal response of rather low permeability. However, the responses during the AT1-P2 operation indicate a highpermeability zone between AT1-P2 and AT1-MT2 from the beginning of the pumping operation.

to the water production behavior. According to the analysis of the
seismic amplitude of reection at the top of MHCZ as depicted in
Fig. 1 and 2, the MH saturation of Unit IV-b was relatively low, and
the value was lower in the adjacent zone east of the well; therefore,
more water inux can be expected as the MH dissociation advanced
further.
Furthermore, the reality of the complicated features of the gas–
liquid mixed-phase ow, such as relative permeability, and the
thermal properties, such as the contribution of silt layers as heat
sources, may be diﬀerent from that in the relatively simple models
considered above.
Those observations and interpreted situations around AT1-P3
and AT1-P2 boreholes are summarized as schematics in Fig. 19. It
should be noted that the well-completion design and a packer
setting depth that did not cover the water-producing Unit IV-b zone
might aﬀect the measured water production data.

Energy return for input
As supplemental information, the energy eﬃciency of the
production tests was calculated because it is the most important
factor determining the eﬀectiveness of the energy supply
system. In the case of the MH, the eﬃciency value should be

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

lower than that of the self-erupting conventional energy because
of no driving mechanism (overpressure). Furthermore, due to
the endothermic nature of dissociation and the necessity that
any kind of thermal energy should be provided as input to
generate gas, with a depressurization method that uses no
articial thermal energy, we can expect some return of positive
energy on the energy input. Here, we dene the energy return on
input using the depressurization method as the ratio between
the combustion heat of the produced gas (Eout) and the work
conducted to cause depressurization by displacing water (Ein).
The energy input Ein (i.e., the consumed energy) is
ðt
(1)
Ein ¼ DpQw dt
0

and the energy generated by burning the produced methane gas
(Eout) is
ðt
(2)
Eout ¼ DHqg dt;
0

where DH is the enthalpy change induced by the burning
methane (890.35 kJ mol1 or 39.748 MJ m3).
 temporal advances of the ratios of the output and input
 The
Eout
of three oﬀshore boreholes are depicted in Fig. 20.
Ein
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Fig. 19 Schematic of the processes occurring in the reservoir during the producer well operations evaluated from the production and monitoring data. (a) AT1-P3 well operation: The results denote low productivity from Unit IV-b. Two mechanisms may explain this trend. One is that
the initial permeability of the formation is low because of geological features such as high clay content in the sandy layers or high MH saturation.
The other possible mechanism is that the near-wellbore phenomena cause a large pressure drop across the wellbore surface. Majority of the
water production zones were eﬀectively isolated; however, some water sources aﬀected the productivity at the bottom and top of the
production interval. (b) AT1-P2 well operation: The most active gas production zones were the bottom of Unit IV-b and the top of Unit IV-c.
Strong water ﬂow occurred in the interval from Unit IV-c to Unit V and at the top of Unit IV-b, indicating some interconnection between the water
source and the AT1-MT2 location that can cause instantaneous pressure recovery. Moreover, a sort of hydraulic isolation mechanism should
work between AT1-P2 and AT1-MT3 in Unit V.

Although the total energy returns on input were still consider

Eout
200  600 , they exhibited a slight
ably larger than 1
Ein e

related to GWR; however, the low-GWR AT1-P2 is in a similar eﬃciency
range as the high-GWR AT1-P well because the high gas production rate
was achieved using a low degree of drawdown.

decrease during the later stage of gas production. This behavior is

26008 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 25987–26013
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Conclusions and further actions
Although some technical problems such as a sanding issue and
an unexpectedly high water ow rate hindered some parts of the
planned test, the second oﬀshore production test of MH in the
eastern Nankai Trough in 2017 did yield high-quality data. The
obtained data include the gas- and water production rates and
the P–T conditions in the producer and monitoring boreholes
during a total of 36 days of depressurization and gas production
operations in the two producers. Despite some remaining
technical concerns such as the liability of the sand-control
device, the operational history showed that several weeks of
depressurization operation are possible from MH deposits
under the seaoor using a oating drilling vessel using
improved subsea and subsurface devices.
Some advanced techniques in the monitoring and dataacquisition were employed, particularly regarding the pressure
distribution data in the producer wells and the pressuresensing data in the monitoring boreholes. The data obtained
revealed clearer views of the advance of MH dissociation and
the uid ow behind it. The obtained gas/water ow and P–T
data were compared with seismic and log-derived information
about the reservoir characteristics.
The signicant discrepancies in the production behaviors of
the two producer boreholes and the evaluated gas/water
production zones showed quite heterogeneous responses to

RSC Advances

the depressurization. Further, the temporal advances of the
methane-hydrate dissociation were diﬀerent from the modelpredicted incremental characteristics.
The energy return values on the input of the production tests
in the reservoir were considerably larger than 1 (>100). However,
the test results and monitoring data reveal the limitations on
the productivity obtained by applying depressurization to the
hydraulically complex reservoirs.
We need to understand the mechanism that obstructed the
spatial advance of the methane hydrate dissociation zone and
increment of gas production rate. For technically and
commercially feasible gas production from MH deposits,
countermeasures to the possible obstacles need to be developed. The hydraulic discontinuity of the reservoir by compartmentalization and continuity through water sources may play
an important role in the production behavior as well as the
dynamic changes in the hydraulic character, such as creation of
uid pathways. Some measures to isolate water-bearing zones
from the production zone will also constitute an important
technology. Further, the survey techniques on water-bearing
zones should be investigated as well.
Moreover, the time-dynamic nature of the reservoir characteristics, including the compaction and migration of ne
particles to wells, could impede eﬃcient gas production. To
increase productivity and to avoid problems, countermeasures,

Fig. 20 Ratio of energy return for input (ratio between the combustion heat of the produced gas (Eout) and the work conducted to cause
depressurization by displacing water (Ein)) of the production test wells (AT1-P (2013), AT1-P3 and P2 (2017)).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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such as well-stimulation measures, should be applied to the
obstacles.
In this study, the hydraulic part of the reservoir characters
and responses were considered to be the focus; however, the
thermal phenomena will also inuence the production parameters, such as the eﬀectiveness of heat transport, from adjacent
formations. Geochemistry, particularly the salinity of the
formation uid, is another factor related to the eﬃciency of gas
production. Further investigations of such phenomena through
analyses of obtained data and laboratory studies are necessary.
Along with geophysical log data obtained from the producer
and monitoring holes, some new data and samples were taken
from the two newly drilled boreholes (AT1-CW1/CW2).33
To understand the phenomena in the reservoir, a comprehensive review of the reservoir characteristics from log, core and
seismic data, and history matching eﬀorts using numerical
models are necessary. The current analysis is still in the
preliminary stage, and integrating the following two approaches
is required. (i) The inductive approach using models built from
the seismic, core, and log-derived reservoir characteristics and
numerical simulations; (ii) the deductive approach using data
from ow tests may help to understand the response of
a methane-hydrate reservoir.
Almost at the same time as our 2017 operation, China conducted a ow test from a MH reservoir in the South China Sea in
2017,40 and sixty-day long production data were added to the
history of the study on MH. As a Japan–US collaborative project,
an onshore production aimed at realizing one-year-long ow
testing is planned to obtain longer-term production data under
simpler and well-controlled conditions with lower cost and
better operational exibility. A strat-test well drilling in Alaska
for the test was completed in December 2018.41 The techniques
used and the knowledge obtained from the present oﬀshore
tests will be employed in that future onshore test. Aer
analyzing the data taken by onshore and oﬀshore attempts and
resolving issues surfaced during the ow tests, a longer ow to
evaluate realistic economics should be planned.

Appendix 1 calculation of the water and
gas origins from the density and GWR
information
The origin of the produced water and gas can be calculated by
the following procedure. Given that the solubility of methane in
water at 13 MPa and 13  C is 0.12 mol kg1 (Duan group soware42), we obtained a GWR of 2.76 from the dissolved gas;
meanwhile, the GWR from the methane-hydrate-dissociated gas
and water is 200. Using these values, the gas and water
production rates from the original pore uid (Qpore
and
g
Qpore
w , respectively) and the methane-hydrate dissociation
(QMH
and QMH
g
w , respectively) can be calculated by solving
1
30 QMH 1 0
2
0
200 1
0
0
w
MH C
B
C
0
2:76 1 7B
6 0
g
B Qpore
C ¼ B 0 C;
(A1-1)
5
4 1 0
@
A
@
A
Q
1 0
Qw
w
pore
Qg
0 1
0 1
Qg
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where Qg and Qw denote the total production rates of gas and
water. Applying Qg ¼ 4000 m3 per day and Qw ¼ 80 m3 per day
(AT1-P3) and Qg ¼ 10 000 m3 per day and Qw ¼ 300 m3 per day
MH
MH
(AT1-P2), (Qpore
, Qpore
g
w ) and (Qg , Qw ) can be derived as
follows:
1
0 MH 1 0
Qw
19 m3 per day
C B 3832 m3 per day C
B QMH
g
C
C B
(A1-2)
AT1-P3 : B
@ Qpore A ¼ @ 61 m3 per day A
w
pore
3
Qg
168 m per day
0

1 0
QMH
47 m3 per day
w
MH
B Qg C B 9; 300 m3 per day
C B
AT1-P2 : B
@ Qpore A ¼ @ 253 m3 per day
w
Qpore
700 m3 per day
g

1
C
C
A

(A1-3)

Appendix 2 Calculation of the gas and
water inﬂuxes from each interval
The P–T data were obtained from the producer holes (AT1-P3
and AT1-P2). To quantify the gas and water production rates,
we calculated the gas and water inow uxes for each interval
(w)
between sensors (q(g)
in , qin ) using the following procedure.
Considering the section N between the P–T sensors n and n + 1,
the conservations of heat and mass are formulated as
n 


o
ðwÞ
ðgÞ
ðwÞ
ðgÞ
ðgÞ
q
þ
c
q
Tnþ1 cðwÞ
þ
q
þ
q
p
n
p
n
inðNÞ
inðNÞ
n 
o
ðwÞ
ðwÞ
ðgÞ
ðgÞ ðgÞ
ðwÞ
ðwÞ
ðgÞ ðgÞ
þ TinðNÞ qin cðwÞ
¼ Tn cp qn þ cp qn
p þ TinðNÞ qin cp
(A2-1)
and




.
ðwÞ
ðgÞ
ðwÞ
ðgÞ
r
þ
q
þ
q
q
þ
r
q
rs
w
g
n
n
inðNÞ
inðNÞ
Pnþ1  Pn
.

¼
rN ¼
:
ðwÞ
ðwÞ
ðgÞ
ðgÞ
gDZ
qn þ qinðNÞ þ qn þ qinðNÞ rs
(A2-2)

Tn and Pn are the temperature and pressure, respectively, at
(w)
sensor n. T(g)
in(N) and Tin(N) are the temperatures of the inux gas
(w)
and water, respectively, at section N. q(g)
n and qn are the upward
(g)
gas and water uxes at sensor n. cp (0.066 MJ K1 m3 under
1
ambient conditions) and c(w)
m3) are the heat
p (4.186 MJ K
capacities of gas and water, respectively. rN is the uid density
at section N, z is the depth, Dz is the sensor interval, and rw
(1030 kg m3) and rg (0.656 kg m3 under ambient conditions)
are the densities of water and gas, respectively. rs denotes the
ratio of gas and water velocities in the owline that governs the
gas fraction remaining in the water column and is calculated as


r  rg Qg
rs ¼
;
(A2-3)
ðrw  rÞQw
where Qg and Qw are the total gas and water uxes, respectively.
In eqn (A2-3), the values of Qg, Qw, r, rg, and rw are under the in
situ conditions and not ambient conditions, and the derived
values of rs at the AT1-P3 and AT1-P2 wells at 144 hours aer the
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start of the pumping operation (as a representative value during
the stable ow periods) are 4.8 and 1, respectively. Additionally, Qw and Qg must be equal to the sums of the respective
inuxes, namely
Qw ¼

Ns
X

ðwÞ

qinðNÞ ; Qg ¼

N¼0

Ns
X

ðgÞ

qinðNÞ ;

(A2-4)

N¼0

where Ns is the number of sensors. We assume that the inux
gas temperature T(g)
in is the phase-equilibrium temperature
under the depressurized conditions:
ðGÞ

Tin ¼ T eq |pBH
;
z

(A2-5)

where pBH
is the bottom-hole pressure and the inux water
z
temperature is the original formation temperature T0z:
0
T(w)
in ¼ Tz .

(A2-6)

(w)
The optimum solutions of (q(g)
in , qin ) that satisfy eqn (A2-1),
(A2-2), and (A2-4) are computed using the optimization
processes described by Yamamoto et al.19 based on the
measured P–T data in the producer holes during certain
moments.
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